2-2-2017 Gateway Portal Session
PTE MS: Meet Your Guardian Angel
Meditation Transcript

Please perform a grounding meditation before proceeding.

[01:01:40]
Let us take this journey together.
Take a deep breath and envision each of us in this group from the four corners of Earth have come
together, creating a group entity.
We are all standing together in a clearing where there’s a beautiful wooded forest on a nice warm sunny
day. The sun is shining through the trees and we are standing together. We all decide to hold hands and
make a circle. We begin to send love from our hearts into our arms, our shoulders, our hands and as our
hands touch the energy gets magnified and our entire circle becomes aflame with a Golden Pink Light of
Divine Love. This Golden-Pink Light will attract to itself the energies of Elementals, energies of Angelic
Forces, Guardian Angels.
The more we hold hands and send Love to each other and to the circle the greater the emanation of the
Golden-Pink. The Golden-Pink begins to become a group energy. It is as if it’s bouncing off of our hearts
to the people on either side of us, to the people on our left and right, to the people in front of us, the
people far away from us. Then it goes into the center of the circle and magnifies itself even more,
bouncing off of each person, coming back to the center, imploding in the center, expanding out and
exploding into each of our hearts, imploding into our hearts, expanding and exploding out again, and
again, and again.
Then this Golden-Pink Light begins to emanate from our group to the trees and the trees receive it; to the
flowers and the flowers receive it; to the bushes and the bushes receive it; to the moss on the ground and
the moss begins to be illuminated with it; to the rocks and the pieces of wood and the body of water, a
babbling brook, which runs in a horse shoe shape further away from where we are standing but we can
see that the water is shining with the Golden-Pink Light. It is as if the babbling brook is becoming louder
as if it’s murmuring its love and singing its joy louder and louder.
Begin to listen to the sound of the birds chirping, the sparrows singing. More birds are coming in because
every spirit, every soul is attracted to Love. This is the Golden-Pink of Divine Love. This is what these
trees have been missing. This is what this babbling brook has been missing. This is what the ground has
been missing. This is what has been missing from the air.
It is as if, mixed with the sound of the chirping birds, you can begin to hear celestial sounds and the sound
of whooshing wings, clapping wings, the sound of feathers clapping around us. Feel the breeze as if a
winged being is now spinning in the air, swirling around us, and then another and another and another.
Then the trees begin to wave their branches as if to greet the Angels and the Elementals.
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The Elementals are coming and some are the winged ones so they’re buzzing like bees. Some are little
beings and they come gingerly walking and they find their way to the center of our circle. More birds
come because they are now attracted to what is happening. The sound of the babbling brook becomes
even more loveable. The waving of the branches begins to move in rhythm to the sound of celestial
music.
Now feel the air. It is becoming still but the energy feels like many hundreds of beings have joined us.
Begin to focus on the center of the circle. It is as if hands have joined, bodies have joined, our circle has
become bigger.
When you look around inside of the circle you see the shafts of Golden-Pink Light. In their varying hues
of Golden-Pink you can begin to decipher the winged Elementals, the Nature Spirits, singing and dancing,
flying, sitting on your shoulders and on the shoulders of your friends. And you can see that some of the
Angelic Beings fly, some are holding hands, some are dancing in the center.
Gradually there is a stillness in the air. Even the sound of the babbling brook stills itself. The gentle
breeze in the bushes and in the trees calms itself. It’s as if everyone is becoming quiet to listen, to hear, to
see, to find out what will happen now.
In the midst of all these beings who have gathered there is an Illumined Being that begins to walk towards
you. You let go of the hand of the person to your left and your right because now each person is to focus
on receiving their own Guardian Angel.
Some of these Angelic Beings will come to you in their winged features. Some of them will come to you
as a human being. A female being of great immense beauty. A male being of great immense physical
health and beauty. This is a being who is a drop from the ocean who has been in guardianship of your soul
for eons of time. Even though this fragment may be new, the soul to soul connection is a connection that
has been brought from ancient times. Your soul knows the soul of this being.
When you are close enough to hear each other’s heart beat, place your hand on your Angel’s heart as your
Angel places a hand on your heart. In this way you connect as the rhythm of your heart begins to beat in
rhythm with the heart of your Guardian Angel.
Gaze into the eyes of your Guardian Angel. Some of you may see tears in the eyes of your Angel. Some
of you may be tearing up for the heartbeat that is now beating in unison. What is to take into your heart is
the Love that is beating through the heartbeat and energizing your heart as it moves to the heart of your
Angel magnified by the heart of your Angel and returning to you to then be reciprocated.
Back and forth, the life force goes from you to your angel, magnified to come back and throw you into a
greater state of bliss, a greater state of samadhi, a greater state of nirvana, a greater state of rapture.
There will be a point where you will feel yourself engulfed, embraced in the arms, the wings of your
Angel and that is the time to allow yourself to be lovingly carried to a corner to sit on a rock or on the
moss by the brook, leaning upon a beautiful tree who is only too happy to be of service by lending its
trunk for you to lean upon, and lending its branches to provide shade, by lending its roots for you to sit
upon. And now is the time to let yourself be the child and let your Guardian Angel be the parent who has
returned to bring Divine Love, Divine Order, the parent who is here to be the embodiment of the Divine
Plan which was ordained for each of you by Divine Mother.
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Now is the time to talk. Let the conversation begin as we pause for each of you to have your own
communion. And remember, this is only the beginning of the conversation which never needs to end,
ever. For as long as you live in the body and even when you have left this body it is this Guardian who
will take your soul and walk you to the realms of Light. It is this Guardian Angel that prepares the next
body for you where ever you may choose to embody that body. It is this Angel that will make sure that
you will be led to the Light, that you will make the right decisions, that you are guided and directed
according to your own Divine Will, according to the Divine Will ordained for each of you by God by
Divine Mother.
Talk your heart out or just sit and bathe. Do as you will as we pause.
Remember that you can commune with this Guardian Angel at anytime, anywhere, in any form. All you
need to do is remember this moment of communion and remember this sacred place. Where ever you
have chosen to sit with your Guardian Angel you are welcome to come back to this moment of
togetherness.
In the course of the next 24 hours please remember to call your Guardian Angel. At night when you go to
bed call your Guardian Angel. It is important that you let your Guardian Angel be involved in your
moment to moment activities. Whether it is dreamtime or wakeful consciousness it is important that your
Guardian Angel be invited to go to dreamtime. It gives them an opportunity to understand and figure out
how much of your wakeful consciousness is aware of what goes on in dreamtime. It helps them to
understand where you go in dreamtime, who it is that you help while your body is sleeping and how you
are to be taken care of when you return to the body; how your soul needs to be taken care of, how your
personality aspects need to be taken care of, how your consciousness needs to be taken care of, how the
conglomerate of consciousness that you are as one human being needs to be taken care of.
When you awaken in the morning call upon your Guardian Angel, “My beloved Guardian Angel, my
newly appointed Guardian Angel. I call upon Divine Mother to connect me with my Guardian Angel. I
ask my Guardian Angel to stand by my side and participate in my day to day events. I ask my Guardian
Angel to embody me, engulf me in everyday events and align me with my Divine Will.”
If there’s one thing this Guardian Angel knows it’s the wisdom and knowledge of you as a soul who is
here to be the embodiment of a vast and important divine mission. That’s why Divine Mother pulled the
old angels to go back to their source and called for the newly appointed Guardian Angel’s to be brought
to each of us because it was important that these newly appointed Guardian Angel’s come from that place
where they know all the nuances of our Divine Mission, who we are, what we are supposed to accomplish
in this lifetime, our soul lineage of Light, how our lineage of Light can help us through the Guardian
Angel, how we can help our soul lineage of Light by being guided and directed to become the
embodiment of our Divine Mission.
Every step that we take in alignment with our Divine Mission through the guidance of our Guardian
Angel is a step closer to accomplishing what Divine Mother wants us to accomplish. It’s a step closer to
what we have come to incarnate on Earth to accomplish. This means it’s a step closer to releasing karma
and karmic entanglements and living a life of joy and peace. A life where we embody our Divine Mission
is not a hard life. A life of karma is a hard life because struggle is not embodying our Divine Mission.
Joy, celebration, bliss, rapture is embodying our Divine Mission. Struggle and pain, betrayal and rejection
is the outcome of karma and cause and effect.
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So our best course of action is to constantly invite the Guardian Angel to teach us and show us how to
embody our Divine Mission. It’s not something we need to do every moment of every day for the rest of
our lives. It is something we need to do as best we can every moment of every day for a few days until it
becomes part of our understanding. Until the soul of our Guardian Angel is enmeshed into our soul. Until
our personality aspects are happy to receive the presence of Guardian Angel and know that receiving the
Guardian Angel means we get to do less, we don’t have to go through dead end streets anymore. The
Guardian Angel will teach us how to find short cuts, how to go straight ways, how to go from point A to
point B in the shortest way with the least amount of obstacles. That is the job of our Guardian Angel. That
is why Divine Mother has appointed these Guardian Angels who come from the celestial realms and the 7
Heavens who know and have studied and completely gathered all the information they need to know who
we truly are at soul level; and what it is that our soul has made a commitment to accomplish; and who it is
our soul is supposed to accomplish those wonderful things with – who it is in the world of the mundane
amongst our friends, family, co-workers, loved ones and not so loved ones, who it is among the Masters
and aspects of Divine Mother, aspects of our own soul lineage, members of our spiritual family living and
ascended that we need to reconnect with, learn from and follow. This Guardian Angel has the key to
unlock all those doors.
So it may take a few days or a week or a month for you to feel comfortable to have this Angel around
you. That choice and that decision is up to you. The faster you open your heart and mind to be receptive
to your Guardian Angel and its guidance the faster it will unfold for you.
The more resistance there is the more stripping of layers is going to be needed. There is no judgment. You
do it at your own pace. You do it as you wish it. You do it as your personality aspects are willing to
cooperate with you. You do it as fast as your soul would help your personality aspects to connect with
your Guardian Angel.
What is important for your mind to remember is that your mind can be your best friend. The mind does
not need to be feeling threatened by the presence of the Guardian Angel. This Angel is here to help us.
This Angel is here to serve us. This Angel does not have free will. This Angel is all about Divine Will.
Whatever we want to ask of this Angel, the Angel is obliged to respond and the response comes from
Divine Mother’s own platform. So this Angel has access to our Divine Mission, members of our family of
Light, and to Divine Mother’s decisions and how to provide shortcuts and easier ways for us to blaze the
trail.
I leave each of you with your Guardian Angel.
We will come back together to recreate our group energy once again tomorrow night. Until then, Divine
Mother’s blessing and Angel Light and Angel hugs to all of you.
Good night.
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